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his analysis begins by positing that a final nuclear agree-

tional community will need to find ways to mitigate some of the

ment is reached between Iran and the United States, Great

deal’s negative consequences.

Britain, France, Russia, China, and Germany (P5+1). One
of a series of RAND perspectives on what the Middle

Although the parties have struggled to come to a final agreement, recently extending the deadline for talks, the broad outlines

East and U.S. policy might look like in “the days after a deal,” this

for a nuclear agreement are in place. Without predicting that a

Perspective examines the deal’s implications for the nuclear nonpro-

deal will ultimately be signed, the potential for reaching an agree-

liferation regime. Slowing or stopping Iran’s nuclear development

ment is great enough to warrant planning for such an outcome.

is an important nonproliferation accomplishment, but the interna-

(See the box on p. 2 for the assumed terms of an agreement.)2
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The nuclear nonproliferation regime is the set of institutions and
agreements aimed at preventing the spread of nuclear weapons. Its
cornerstone, the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weap-

Assumptions About the Contours of a

ons (NPT), boasts near universal membership: Only four states—

Final Deal*

India, Pakistan, Israel, and newly independent South Sudan—have
never signed, while North Korea withdrew from the treaty in 2003.

For the purposes of analysis, the authors presume that if a final

Many analysts have credited the NPT with a substantial role in

deal is reached between the P5+1 and Iran, it will be based on

limiting nuclear proliferation since it entered into force in 1970.

these general principles:

Under the treaty, non–nuclear weapons states agree not to develop or

• Iran may continue to enrich uranium, but limits are placed

possess nuclear weapons in exchange for access to peaceful nuclear

on the degree of enrichment, and on the number and types of

technology and the promise that all states will pursue good-faith

centrifuges used.

efforts toward disarmament. To verify that nuclear technology is not

• Iran redesigns its Arak heavy water reactor to produce less

being used for weapons purposes, states conclude nuclear safeguards

plutonium in its spent fuel.

agreements with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA),

• Iran allows intrusive IAEA inspection of nuclear sites; Iran

allowing inspectors to verify their declarations and monitor nuclear

agrees to sign and ratify the Additional Protocol to its safe-

facilities and activities. When the Board of Governors of the IAEA

guards agreement, permitting IAEA access to nondeclared sites

finds states to be in noncompliance with their agreements, such

with little notification.

findings are reported to the United Nations (UN) Security Council.

• Iran shares information with IAEA on possible military

It was such a referral of Iran’s case in 2006 that led to the series of

dimensions of the program.

sanctions that ultimately helped bring Iranian leaders to the negotiat-

• The United States and its partners phase out nuclear-related

ing table in earnest in 2013.

sanctions as agreement is implemented.

A completed deal with the Iranians represents good news for
the nuclear nonproliferation regime overall. An agreement will

* These principles are derived from the elements for a comprehensive
solution found in the Joint Plan of Action, signed by Iran and the P5+1
in Geneva on November 24, 2013. We are not predicting what the actual
agreement will look like, but using these plausible contours as a point of
departure for our analysis.

reassure some states about the effectiveness of the regime and could
contribute to stronger IAEA safeguards in the future, offering
inspectors a better chance of detecting undeclared nuclear activities. At the same time, however, an agreement will almost certainly
allow Iran to maintain a uranium enrichment capability. This may
tempt some states to expand their nuclear infrastructure as part of
a hedging strategy. A nuclear agreement with Iran also effectively
2

legitimizes a domestic nuclear infrastructure that was built despite

Iranian nuclear issue. It is hard to overstate the importance of this

Iran being found in noncompliance with its agreements under the

result for the regime as a whole. The Iran nuclear case has been the

NPT. These downsides to a deal could pose additional challenges to

central preoccupation of U.S. nonproliferation policy—and that

the credibility of the nuclear nonproliferation regime and poten-

of multilateral bodies such as the IAEA Board of Governors—for

tially ease the path for nuclear pursuit by other states in the future.

more than a decade. The unyielding emphasis on Iran has been

3

A deal with Iran does more to strengthen the nonproliferation

central to U.S. efforts to mobilize broad support, first for a finding

regime than to harm it, but the international community would

of noncompliance with the NPT, and later for robust international

do well to recognize the costs of this approach and seek ways to

sanctions. But this strategy has sidelined discussion of other impor-

mitigate any damage. In the face of the negative precedent set by

tant nonproliferation issues, including efforts to bolster nuclear

a deal, the United States should work to limit the further spread

security, promote universal adherence to the Additional Protocol,

of enrichment and reprocessing (ENR) capabilities and focus new

and find a solution to the loophole of NPT withdrawal. And it has

attention on the importance of enhanced IAEA safeguards mea-

complicated relations with some states, particularly those that have

sures. Ultimately, efforts to promote the long-term success of a deal

been active in the Non-Aligned Movement, as the United States

will go a long way toward strengthening the regime itself.

exerted pressure on them to support its votes on Iran in the IAEA
and the United Nations.4 A deal with Iran could thus lead to a

In this Perspective, we describe the benefits of an Iran deal
for the nuclear nonproliferation regime, then turn to an analysis

welcome turning of the page in U.S. nonproliferation efforts. Of

of the costs for the regime, including the negative precedent set

course, a deal does not make the Iran nuclear issue go away, but

by allowing Iran to maintain a uranium enrichment capability.

it may help to put it on a more stable and sustainable footing. If

A deal with Iran may make it more difficult to limit the spread

Iran’s nuclear program is no longer seen as a crisis, it may allow the

of ENR technology. We explore this possibility in the context of

United States and like-minded states to act more strategically on

U.S.–South Korean relations, in which Seoul’s access to sensitive

other important nonproliferation issues.
A nuclear agreement with Iran also would increase the credibil-

nuclear technology has become a key point of contention. Finally,
we conclude with policy recommendations for mitigating negative

ity of the regime as a whole. A deal sends an important message to

aspects of a nuclear agreement with Iran.

the international community: The nonproliferation regime may be

The Benefits of an Iran Nuclear Deal for the

A deal sends an important message
to the international community: The
nonproliferation regime may be messy, but it
works.

Nuclear Nonproliferation Regime
A nuclear agreement with Iran would represent a success for the
nonproliferation regime in several ways. Most fundamentally, a
deal offers at least the prospect of a sustainable resolution of the
3

international community may perceive Iran’s neighbors as less

An agreement with Iran may also have the
desirable side effect of raising the profile of
the Additional Protocol and other enhanced
safeguards measures.

likely to pursue their own nuclear weapons programs or adopt
nuclear hedging strategies, which makes other countries less likely
to consider weapons themselves, and so on. 8 The ripple effects of
this signal extend well beyond Iran’s neighbors, to reach potential
proliferants globally.
An agreement with Iran may also have the desirable side effect

messy, but it works. Some in the nonproliferation community have
spent the last several years sounding the alarm about the decline

of raising the profile of the Additional Protocol and other enhanced

of the regime. These analysts argue that the continued pursuit of

safeguards measures. The Additional Protocol was created as a

nuclear weapons by state parties to the NPT makes others more

response to the failure of international nuclear safeguards in Iraq

likely to violate the regime in the future. Behind this argument is

prior to the 1991 Gulf War. For more than a decade, the IAEA

the idea that dwindling confidence in the ability of the nonprolif-

had routinely inspected known Iraqi nuclear sites, not realizing

eration regime to constrain state behavior threatens to undermine

that Iraq maintained a clandestine uranium enrichment program

states’ collective commitment to foreswear nuclear weapons—the

in nearby, undeclared facilities that were only discovered after the

fundamental agreement underlying the NPT. If a country sees

war. Standard IAEA safeguards measures focus almost entirely on

others cheating and getting away with it, that country may feel less

verifying the declarations of states, not on identifying illicit activi-

secure and thus more likely to cheat as well. By limiting Iranian

ties. In response to the Iraq case, the IAEA developed the more

nuclear ambitions, then, a deal has the potential to eliminate—or

rigorous safeguards approach embodied in the Additional Protocol,

at least make less salient—a prominent example of a country that

which was finalized in 1997. The Additional Protocol is a voluntary

appears to be cheating and getting away with it.

commitment for states, although the United States and other part-
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ners have pushed for its universalization. It has now been brought

This effect is amplified because there are other states in the
region that have felt threatened by an unconstrained Iranian

into force by 124 states.9 In 2003, Iran signed, but never ratified,

nuclear effort. 6 A deal will not completely reassure Iran’s neigh-

the Additional Protocol; its ratification would almost certainly be

bors, given that their concerns over Iran run much deeper than its

required by a nuclear deal with the P5+1. The widespread imple-

nuclear program and even the best deal cannot eliminate the pos-

mentation of the Additional Protocol is important to perceptions

sibility of future noncompliance, but it is possible that a nuclear

of the effectiveness of the regime. It can play a key role in boosting

agreement will calm regional nerves somewhat. If Saudi Arabia,

confidence that the nonproliferation regime is capable of detecting

the United Arab Emirates (UAE), and others in the region come

states that opt to pursue nuclear weapons, by granting inspectors

to see a diminished threat from Iran as a consequence of a deal,

broader knowledge of and access to nuclear facilities even before

this potentially affects the strength of the regime as a whole. The

nuclear material is present there. Increased international atten-

7
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tion stemming from a deal with Iran may increase the pressure on

permit enhanced safeguards measures in Iran, it will lay the

notable holdouts—notably Brazil, Argentina, Egypt, and Saudi

groundwork for more effective verification measures in other

Arabia—to bring the Additional Protocol into force as well.

states in the future. This can be achieved partly through organiza-

The Additional Protocol is just one step in an ongoing effort

tional efficiencies that may come out of the Iran experience—for

to increase the effectiveness of monitoring and verification mea-

example, in better integrating satellite imagery and open-source

sures within the regime. There are other, less-mentioned factors

information into verification procedures—and also through

that complement the Additional Protocol, including the willing-

improvements in what might be called safeguards infrastructure,

ness of the IAEA to take a broader view of its legal authority for

the technical and human resources available for inspections and

inspections and other verification measures; the integration of

data analysis. The increasing use of environmental sampling as a

streams of outside information with state declarations and inspec-

safeguards tool, for example, has strained resources at the IAEA’s

tion reports; and the implementation of the state-level concept

nuclear laboratory in Seibersdorf, Austria. Renovations are under-

for safeguards, which allows the IAEA to customize verification

way, but the added resources that might come from the agreement

measures to fit the particular circumstances of the state. The

with Iran could speed improvements along, with benefits that

nuclear deal with Iran offers a useful testing ground for the effec-

spill over into other safeguards cases.

tiveness of these kinds of enhanced safeguards measures and sets
an important precedent for applying these measures elsewhere.

Nuclear Latency, Nuclear Hedging, and the NPT

As the IAEA gains experience with a more intensive verification

In referring Iran to the UN Security Council, the IAEA Board of

regime in Iran, it may be able to apply lessons learned to safe-

Governors noted that Iran failed to report nuclear-related material,

guards in other countries. In addition, if the Iran case demon-

facilities, and activities as required under its safeguards agreement

strates that these measures are effective, it may help to quiet some

with the IAEA.11 Iran engaged in uranium enrichment and pluto-

opposition among member states that see enhanced safeguards as

nium reprocessing in undeclared facilities in the absence of nuclear

expanding the IAEA’s legal authority and shifting the balance of

safeguards. Iran also provided IAEA inspectors with incomplete

the agency’s responsibilities too far toward nonproliferation at the

and, at times, contradictory explanations of its nuclear activity, and

expense of technical assistance in nuclear technologies.

has so far refused to address many ongoing questions about the
potential military dimensions of its nuclear program. The IAEA

The agreement with Iran also presents an opportunity to
mobilize resources in support of nuclear safeguards. The IAEA’s
safeguards directorate is already stretched thin—it is clear that

The agreement with Iran also presents an
opportunity to mobilize resources in support
of nuclear safeguards.

the IAEA will need additional resources if it is to take on more
responsibility under the terms of the deal with Iran.10 If the
provision of these resources is handled correctly, it will not just
5

for a nuclear weapon in a matter of months, rather than years.16

Iran’s nuclear infrastructure in the days after
an agreement will amount to a kind of latent
nuclear weapons capability.

The production of weapons-grade fissile material is not the only
piece of the nuclear weapons puzzle, but it is the most difficult
aspect of nuclear weapons development and also the most likely to
be detected by IAEA inspectors. Most of the other necessary tasks

Board of Governors and, later, the UN Security Council, in resolu-

related to weapons design and weaponization can be pursued in

tion after resolution, have called for a suspension of Iran’s enrich-

parallel to fissile material production and with much less risk of

ment efforts. The United States has at times gone further, arguing

detection by the IAEA.

12

under the George W. Bush administration that Iran could not be

Iran would maintain some level of nuclear latency, of course,

allowed to have any enrichment capability.

with or without a deal. Absent a nuclear agreement, Iran probably

13

In the days after a deal, however, Iran will almost certainly

could continue to enlarge and improve its centrifuge program,

maintain an ability to enrich uranium, albeit under safeguards and

shortening the path to a weapon significantly. A deal would reduce

with a political agreement limiting the scope of enrichment, includ-

this latency, but would also legitimize it.

ing the number and type of centrifuges and level of enrichment.

Iran’s nuclear latency may partially negate some of the non-

Such a latent nuclear capability in Iran could have a negative impact

proliferation benefits of a deal. Although Iran’s latent nuclear

on the nonproliferation regime. While a deal with Iran is unlikely to

capability is unlikely to lead to a cascade of new nuclear weapons

launch a full-blown proliferation cascade, in which Egypt, Turkey,

programs in the region, Iran’s neighbors need not pursue nuclear

and Saudi Arabia pursue nuclear-weapons options, a deal may cause

weapons themselves to create additional challenges for the regime.

states to pursue a nuclear hedging strategy—deliberately building up

They may elect instead to follow a nuclear hedging strategy, as

domestic nuclear infrastructure to keep future options open. This,

Iran has done. Saudi Arabia, UAE, and Jordan, for example, have

in turn, may well reduce confidence in the regime overall.

announced their intention to seek nuclear energy programs in the

14
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decade since the Iranian program has been a source of conflict.17
Nuclear Latency Is the New Nuclear Proliferation

Even if these states have no intention of developing a weapons

Iran’s nuclear infrastructure in the days after an agreement will

program—the UAE and Jordan, in particular, have clear economic

amount to a kind of latent nuclear weapons capability. If Iran

reasons for building up their nuclear infrastructure—having some

made the decision to develop nuclear weapons, it could repurpose

indigenous nuclear technology provides a latent capability that

its civilian nuclear facilities, enrich its uranium to weapons grade,

could raise questions about their intentions in the minds of adver-

and produce enough fissile material for a weapon. How much time

saries and provide flexibility in the event that the nuclear agreement

such an effort would take is a matter of some debate, but even after

fails and Iran ultimately seeks weapons. Such hedging strategies,

a deal Iran may have the ability to produce enough fissile material

however, illustrate very clearly a central weakness of the nonpro6

liferation regime; there are few tools available that are effective

will be unhappy with any agreement that allows Iran to retain

in stopping a determined state from building up a latent nuclear

an enrichment capability, no matter how intrusive the inspection

capability.

regime. The constraints imposed on Iran by a deal should reduce

Iran’s nuclear latency could well alarm its neighbors even if

the incentives for its neighbors to pursue nuclear weapons efforts or

it shows no intention of cheating on its commitments under the

hedging strategies of their own, but are unlikely to eliminate them

nuclear deal. The closer Iran is to deploying a nuclear weapon,

entirely. To the extent that states in the region continue to see some

the more tempting it will be for others to mitigate this potential

utility in pursuing a nuclear hedging strategy, a deal will put some

threat by exploring their own options for weapons development or

additional strain on the nonproliferation regime.

an expanded nuclear infrastructure before it is too late. If a new
status quo of Iranian nuclear latency is enough to drive states in the

The Iranian Nuclear Precedent and the Spread of

region to investigate nuclear weapons programs or nuclear hedging

ENR Technology

strategies themselves, then the nuclear nonproliferation regime as a

Another side effect of a deal is to legitimize the latent nuclear

whole is likely to suffer from diminished credibility.

capability that Iran has acquired by virtue of its noncompliance

While much of the discussion of Iran’s nuclear latency has

with the rules of the regime. One key aspect of the debate with Iran

focused on how long it would take Iran to produce a nuclear

is its claim of a “right to enrich” under the NPT. After reaching an

weapon, the real time period of interest is how long it would take

interim deal in November 2013, Iranian leaders touted their victory

Iran to produce a weapon from the point at which its break-out

in securing their right to enrichment. U.S. diplomats claim the deal

efforts are discovered. The latency we care about, then, is a func-

does no such thing—the United States has not explicitly recog-

tion of both underlying nuclear infrastructure and the strength of

nized enrichment as a right permitted under the NPT. Neither

monitoring and verification measures in a country. To some extent,

enrichment nor reprocessing is mentioned in the text of the NPT,

concerns about the capabilities that Iran is allowed to maintain

and whether states have a right to ENR is a long-standing debate

in-country can be mitigated by a more robust inspection regime.

among treaty members. Iran’s claim that the West is infringing

Put another way, the international community may have a higher

on its rights under the treaty has garnered Tehran some sympa-

threshold for Iran’s latent capability should it be accompanied by a

thy around the world, especially within the bloc of Non-Aligned

more intrusive inspections regime.
Thus, there is no bright line to show the level of nuclear latency

There is no bright line to show the level of
nuclear latency beyond which the credibility
of the nuclear nonproliferation regime is
damaged.

beyond which the credibility of the nuclear nonproliferation regime
is damaged. Many states will be satisfied if an Iranian nuclear
weapons effort has a high probability of detection several months
before Tehran could develop a weapon. Others, such as Israel,
7

capability that has been endorsed, however reluctantly, by the

The Iran case may be a complicating factor
even in existing bilateral nuclear cooperation
agreements.

P5+1, it could become more difficult to hold the line against
ENR capabilities in other states. Can the United States successfully argue that a trusted ally should be denied ENR, even as
Iran, having been found in noncompliance with its nonprolifera-

Movement members, and boosted domestic support for its nuclear

tion commitments, continues to enrich uranium? The terms of

program. Regardless of what U.S. diplomats claim, however, the

the Iran deal thus risk becoming the new floor for indigenous

deal with Iran seems to close the door on this debate for the time

nuclear capability, with nuclear suppliers finding it harder and

being. Iran will maintain that its right to enrich has been validated,

harder to make the case for limits on these technologies. Future

in deeds if not in words.

nuclear weapons aspirants probably would not need to endure

18
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years of painful sanctions, as Iran has, to achieve latency. Several

Iran’s indigenous capacity to enrich uranium could set a
precedent for acquisition of enrichment technologies by other non–

states—Japan and Brazil, for example—already have a significant

nuclear weapons states within the NPT. Enrichment technology is

latent nuclear capability, and others can build up nuclear capabili-

necessary for the domestic production of fuel for nuclear reactors,

ties while remaining in compliance with the NPT as long as they

but the same technology can produce fissile material for nuclear

properly declare their activities to the IAEA.

weapons and so is seen as posing a proliferation risk. The United

The Iran case may be a complicating factor even in existing

States has long worked to limit the spread of ENR technologies

bilateral nuclear cooperation agreements. In 2009, for the first time

both multilaterally, through the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG),

in one of these agreements, the UAE agreed not to possess ENR

and using bilateral nuclear cooperation agreements.

technology as a condition of cooperation with the United States.

20

For this reason, the UAE deal has been seen as the gold standard

By some measures, efforts to limit ENR have been quite successful. The United States has sought to prevent allies and partners,

for nuclear cooperation agreements. But the UAE agreement also

including South Korea and Taiwan, from obtaining such technol-

carries a most-favored-nation clause, stipulating that if the United

ogy, and in recent years no ENR technology has been supplied to

States concludes a more favorable deal with another state in the

states that do not already possess it. Of the 31 states that produce

region, then the UAE could seek to amend the agreement. Because

nuclear energy domestically, only 11 have uranium enrichment

no nuclear cooperation agreement is involved, the nuclear deal with

technology, and only five reprocess spent nuclear fuel as part of a

Iran probably would not trigger the most-favored-nation clause.

civilian nuclear program.

Allowing Iran to maintain the enrichment capabilities that the

21

UAE agreed to forgo, however, could be seen as undermining the

The Iran case, along with increased interest in nuclear energy
development more generally, has brought new attention to the

spirit of the UAE deal and could thus complicate future attempts to

issue of ENR supply. But once Iran possesses a latent nuclear

reach agreements that limit ENR supply.
8

Of course, the United States is the final arbiter of what bargain

inclined not to impose conditions on ENR; the Iran case provides

will be struck in a bilateral nuclear cooperation agreement; it can-

additional ammunition for them not to do so.

not be forced to allow the transfer of ENR capabilities against its
will. There is some reason to be skeptical, however, that the United

U.S. Allies and Limits on ENR

States will be able to maintain its hard-line stance against the

The impact of a deal with Iran on the further spread of ENR tech-

provision of ENR, given the precedent set in the Iran case. Even

nology may make it more difficult for the United States to persuade

in the best of circumstances, it has proven difficult to subordinate

other states, especially allies, not to pursue this technology. Nego-

bilateral relations with important allies or potential partners to the

tiations over a nuclear cooperation agreement between the United

long-term, vague goal of “strengthening” the nuclear nonprolifera-

States and South Korea hit an impasse last year over ENR capabili-

tion regime. U.S. policy has illustrated this difficulty time and

ties.23 South Korea pushed for U.S. consent to enrich uranium and

again—most notably in recent years with the signing of a nuclear

reprocess spent fuel that has been provided by the United States;

cooperation agreement with India that many saw as a significant

the United States objected on nonproliferation grounds. If the

blow to the regime. Armed with the example of an enrichment-

United States is perceived as permitting Iran, a state antagonistic to

capable Iran, states may be even more aggressive in pressing their

U.S. interests, to continue to engage in enrichment and reprocess-

claims to host ENR technology. At the very least, the Iran deal has

ing, it could be more difficult to persuade close U.S. allies to accept

the potential to weaken the U.S. negotiating position somewhat

restrictions on ENR technologies.

22

when it comes to the transfer of these capabilities.

The nuclear cooperation agreement is important to both the

While U.S. policy has been to limit ENR transfers even for

United States and South Korea. South Korea’s nuclear industry is

recipient states that raise no red flags, other supplier states have

growing quickly, both domestically and as a supplier to other states,

taken a much more liberal view of nuclear trade. Recently adopted

and U.S. companies work closely with South Korean counterparts

NSG rules on the supply of ENR capabilities—while an improve-

on several projects. Commercial interests aside, South Korea is

ment over the previous guidelines—amount to much weaker

an important U.S. ally, and a nuclear cooperation agreement is

restrictions than the United States originally proposed. A number

one of the policy priorities of President Park Geun-hye. Balanced

of supplier states objected to a blanket ban on ENR sales to states

against this strong bilateral relationship, however, are the potential

that did not already have the technology, and even to less restric-

While U.S. policy has been to limit ENR
transfers even for recipient states that raise
no red flags, other supplier states have taken
a much more liberal view of nuclear trade.

tive criteria that called on suppliers to consider factors like regional
stability when making decisions about nuclear transfers. Given the
more lenient stance of most nuclear supplier states, the precedent of
ENR capability set by the Iran case may be particularly difficult for
other players in the NSG to resist. Many of these states are already
9

tion of the nonproliferation regime as unable to constrain its

A successful deal with Iran is better for the
nuclear nonproliferation regime than the
alternative, but policymakers should work
to mitigate the potential downsides of an
agreement.

members’ nuclear ambitions is itself damaging, even beyond the
immediate threats of nuclear states in the Gulf and in East Asia.
Countries feel bound to play by the rules only when they believe
others are doing the same; a crisis of confidence in the regime
threatens to loosen the constraints of international agreements
and make proliferation more likely.
Whatever the outcome, the difficult negotiations with South

consequences of the nuclear cooperation agreement for prolifera-

Korea are likely to be just the first of many tests of the U.S. ability to

tion in East Asia and for the nonproliferation regime generally.

deny the precedent that would be set by an Iran deal. Seoul is not the

Continued provocations from the North have led some in South

only allied capital where clear commercial and bilateral security inter-

Korea to argue that the country should be seeking nuclear weapons

ests will line up in favor of an agreement that allows an ENR capa-

to counter the North Korean threat.24 These voices are not yet in

bility. If the United States ultimately consents to ENR provisions,

the mainstream of South Korean politics, but they do reflect public

it will then face the task of negotiating the limits on such consent.

opinion; two polls conducted after a North Korean nuclear test in

Here, again, the Iran deal may come into play. The Iranian enrich-

February 2013 found about two-thirds of South Koreans support a

ment effort sprawls across a number of component manufacturing

nuclear weapons effort.25

plants, research and development labs, and production facilities, and

Seoul insists that it has no intention of developing nuclear

probably will maintain thousands of operating gas centrifuges in

weapons, arguing that it needs ENR capabilities to ensure a

the days after a deal. Given the scale of the Iranian program, placing

fuel supply for its growing domestic nuclear power industry (as

strict limits on the size of an allied ENR capability may not be easy.

Iran also argues), and to address a rapidly worsening spent fuel
storage problem. ENR capabilities might also make South Korea

Policy Recommendations for Regime Credibility

more competitive when it comes to supplying nuclear technology

A successful deal with Iran is better for the nuclear nonprolifera-

abroad. A South Korean nuclear weapons program would cer-

tion regime than the alternative, but policymakers should work

tainly be a negative outcome for nonproliferation efforts, but the

to mitigate the potential downsides of an agreement. The United

South need not seek weapons to pose additional challenges for the

States should continue to hold the line on new states receiving

regime. If South Korea were ultimately to develop ENR capabili-

ENR technologies and use the deal as an opportunity to enhance

ties, it would be seen by many states as part of a hedging strategy

the capabilities of the IAEA and support its more stringent nuclear

designed to enhance Seoul’s latent nuclear capability, just as many

safeguards measures. Ultimately, the best way to strengthen the

states view Iran’s quest for ENR technology in this way. A percep10

nonproliferation regime will be to ensure the long-term success of

press forward with the IAEA’s new state-level concept for safeguards,

an agreement.

which looks beyond state declarations to verify that there is no illicit

Recognizing that Iran will retain enrichment capabilities under

nuclear activity. While the state-level concept has run into opposition

the Iran deal, some analysts have suggested that the P5+1 explicitly

from some member states, which see it as overstepping the IAEA’s

indicate in the text of a deal that the agreement is an extraordinary

legal authority, Iran is an excellent rationale for new approaches

measure that will not set a precedent for other states. Those other

to effective verification of nuclear capabilities. As IAEA inspectors

states, however, are unlikely to see this as a persuasive argument.

begin to apply new safeguards concepts to their work in Iran under a

Denying precedent will be particularly difficult in the context of

deal, the United States should work to call attention to the role of the

the nuclear nonproliferation regime, which has substantial baggage

Additional Protocol and other safeguards advances in building confi-

when it comes to applying different standards to different groups

dence in the peaceful nature of Iran’s nuclear program. The Iran case

of states. Since the early negotiations for the NPT, nonnuclear

may offer a strong illustration of the benefit of strengthened IAEA

countries have bristled at the structure of a treaty that accepts

safeguards for building trust in the regime, by verifying that states

separate classes of nuclear haves and have-nots. Developing states

are not diverting nuclear material for dangerous purposes.
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today are unlikely to accept the carving out of a separate category

More generally, the Iran deal is an opportunity for the United

for imminent threats to peace and security. Emphasizing Iran as an

States to emphasize the importance of the IAEA for ensuring compli-

exceptional case will only serve to remind states of these perceived

ance with the NPT. The IAEA is a relatively small organization with

double standards and will do little to dissuade those who do per-

a global mandate. A deal would place a significant burden on the

ceive a precedent in the deal.

IAEA inspectorate, likely calling for additional inspections to verify

What the United States can do is continue to prevent new

both Iranian declarations and the terms of the agreement itself. The

states from acquiring indigenous ENR capabilities, through the

P5+1 should take the lead in making sure the IAEA has the resources

NSG and its own bilateral nuclear cooperation deals and fuel-

and technology necessary to take on these additional tasks, and

supply guarantees. Limiting the spread of ENR capabilities through

encourage other states to share the resource burden. Strong monitor-

bilateral supply is a straightforward way to bolster the regime in the

ing and verification pays dividends by boosting confidence in the

wake of the Iran deal.

nonproliferation regime’s ability to detect and respond to noncompli-

The United States also should use the deal with Iran to cast a
spotlight on the Additional Protocol and the importance of nuclear

The United States also should use the deal
with Iran to cast a spotlight on the Additional
Protocol and the importance of nuclear
safeguards.

safeguards. The deal offers an opportunity to shore up the existing
safeguards system. The United States and like-minded countries
should continue their attempts to persuade states that are resisting
the Additional Protocol, but also use the circumstances of the deal to
11

ance, and the Iran experience could actually bolster the credibility of

credibility, making it less effective in limiting proliferation in the

the regime if the IAEA’s response is seen as effective.

future. A failed agreement may bolster the case of those who would

Finally, the P-5+1 should take steps to promote the long-term

prefer to work outside the regime to address proliferation, including

success of the Iran nuclear deal. Even if Tehran is forthcoming and

those who would more quickly resort to the use of force over diplo-

fully abides by the terms of the agreement, the IAEA is likely to take

macy. Second, the regime would still be saddled with the negative

some time to verify all of Iran’s declarations and fully settle outstand-

precedent of allowing a noncompliant NPT state to maintain a latent

ing issues with the military side of its nuclear program. The United

nuclear capability, with all the attendant repercussions for future

States cannot control Iranian actions, but it can ensure that an

limits on the spread of ENR technology.
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agreement has the opportunity to succeed by reminding the interna-

A negotiated deal to curtail Iran’s nuclear weapons ambitions

tional community, and especially those in the region, that this will

would represent a major nonproliferation breakthrough. Though a

be a long-term process rather than an overnight success. The United

deal carries some costs, it is better than the alternative: an unfet-

States will face real challenges in addressing claims of Iranian cheat-

tered Iranian nuclear effort that sows conflict and perhaps furthers

ing that are almost certain to come in the months and years after the

proliferation in an already unstable region. To make the most of

deal is signed. The worst-case scenario for global nonproliferation

the deal, the United States and its allies should emphasize the

efforts is an agreement that falls apart. In that case, the regime suffers

relevant benefits for the nuclear nonproliferation regime—the value

doubly. First, faith in the ability of the international community to

of universal application of the most stringent IAEA safeguards

effectively and peacefully address NPT noncompliance could be

and the central role of the IAEA in verifying compliance with the

damaged. Adding such an outcome to a track record that includes

NPT. Most importantly, the United States must do everything in

the failed Agreed Framework—a negotiated deal to freeze the North

its power to permit the IAEA to do its work in Iran, allowing the

Korean nuclear program in 1994—risks undermining the regime’s

process sufficient time and space to succeed.
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